
Phonics 
Plurals cats - birds - dresses

Listen and say.

Listen and chant.

1

2

cats hensbirds

foxesdresses

rabbits
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Funny animals

Cats with hats
Rabbits with carrots
Foxes with dresses

And hens with shoes.

Cats with hats
Rabbits with carrots
Foxes with dresses

And birds with balloons.

3

s s

es
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Animals everywhere!
Look! A monkey!

Its tail is very long
Its legs are short
Its mouth is big

It isn’t tall.

Look! Parrots!
Their tails are long

Their heads are small
Their wings are big
They aren’t black.

Look! Camels!
Their humps are big.

Their necks are very long.
They aren’t short.
Camels! Camels!

Listen and match. Then say.1

leg

tail

wingshead 



monkey

Play.2

It’s a monkey.
Its tail is very long.

3
A chant

hump

camel





Its neck is 
very long.

Their tails 
are short.

Look!



Shady
Polyline

Shady
Line

Shady
Line
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fly

3 Smart kids

21

3 4

talk swim run jump

Yes, I can... 
Achoo!

Wow! A parrot! It’s red, 
yellow, green and blue. 

Hello!

Hello!

Can you talk?
Yes, I can.

Can you 
fly?

Salim! 
It’s you!

Salim! 
It’s you!

Look and listen.1

Can you jump?
Yes, I can.



Yes, I can.
Can you swim?

Can you swim? can’t = cannot
Yes, I can.
No, I can’t.

I can swim. I can’t swim.

3. 4.

2.1.

a b a b

Listen and tick (4).2

Write 4 for ‘I can’ and 8 for ‘I can’t.’ Then ask and answer.3

climb a tree

talk

swim

run

jump

fly

climb a tree

Your friendYou

37

a b a b4

Look!

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Typewriter
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Shady
Typewriter
x

Shady
Typewriter
x

Shady
Typewriter
x



Shady
Typewriter
Answers 3 Can you run?Yes, I can.Can you fly?No, I can’t.Can you jump?Yes, I can.Can you talk?Yes, I can.
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elephant penguin hippo crocodile

1 Look and listen.

This is an Arabian wolf. It’s 

not very big. It has got a 

small head. It can run fast 

and swim, too.

These are penguins. They 

have got small wings. They 

can jump, but they can’t fly.

This is an elephant. It has 
got big ears. It can run, 
but it can’t climb.

This is a hippo. It has got a 
big mouth, but it can’t talk.

21

3 4

Our world3
wolf



can’t = cannot
They can jump.
They can’t fly.

2 Look at activity 1 and complete.

4 Ask and answer.

It’s a  
penguin!

a d

39

c eb

3 Listen and number (1-5).

It has got small wings. It can 
jump, but it can’t fly.

HAS GOT / HAVE GOT CAN 4 / CAN
,
T 7

                             head
                                4 

                                4 

                            mouth                                  7

                              ears
                                4 

                                 7 

                             wings
                                4 

                                 7 

run fast

It can run.
It can’t climb.

Look!

shady
Typewriter
has got a small

shady
Typewriter
has got a big

shady
Typewriter
has got big

shady
Typewriter
have got small

shady
Typewriter
swim

shady
Typewriter
talk

shady
Typewriter
run

shady
Typewriter
climb

shady
Typewriter
jump

shady
Typewriter
fly

Shady
Typewriter
3

Shady
Typewriter
1

Shady
Typewriter
2

Shady
Typewriter
5

Shady
Typewriter
4

Shady
Typewriter
It has got big ears. It can run but it can’t climb.It’s an elephant.It has got big mouse but it can’t talk.It’s a hippo.



Let’s play
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3

1 Look and listen. Then play.

zebra

liontiger

How many 
elephants 

can you see?

I can see 3  
elephants.

see sheep horse

goat

sheep sheep

wolf wolves

fish fish



Shady
Typewriter
Answers 1 How many tigers can you see?I can see 5 tigers.How many zebras can you see?I can see 2 zebras.How many lions can you see?I can see 3 lions.How many horses can you see?I can see 2 horses.



Phonics
chimp - sheep

peachchimp

The chimp and  
the sheep

Look at the chimp.
It has got peaches.
It is on the chair.

And peaches  
are everywhere!

Look at the sheep.
They have got shirts.

They are on the chairs.
And shirts are everywhere!

ch
Listen and say.

Listen and chant.

1

2

sh

41

sheep

shirtchair

fish
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Dad, can  
camels swim?

2

1

No, they can’t.

I can swim! 

No, it can’t, 
but it can run.

Can it climb?

Look at the  
hippo, Mike. It’s 
big! It can swim.
It has got a big 

mouth, too.

Look! There’s a zebra 
under the tree.

Look and listen.1

Story time3
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3

4

Look! Two lions! Their tails 
are long. Can lions run?

Yes, they can.

They have got long legs and 
big mouths, too! Let’s go!

Read and circle.2

1. Picture 1: Can hippos swim? Yes, they can. / No, they can
,
t.

2. Picture 2: Can a zebra climb a tree? Yes, it can. / No, it can
,
t.

3. Picture 3: Have lions got long tails? Yes, they have. / No, they haven
,
t.

4. Picture 4: Have lions got small mouths? Yes, they have. / No, they haven
,
t.

shady
Oval

shady
Oval

shady
Oval

shady
Oval
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Revision 3

1 Look and write.

2 Look at activity 1 and circle.

1. Can lions run? Yes, they can. / No, they can’t.

2. Can penguins fly? Yes, they can. / No, they can’t.

3. Can elephants jump? Yes, they can. / No, they can’t.

4. Can hippos swim? Yes, they can. / No, they can’t.

5. Can camels talk? Yes, they can. / No, they can’t.

2
3

4

5
6

7

8

3 Look, complete and answer. sheep    wolves    goats

1.                                

can you see? 

                             

penguin   lion   tiger    camel    zebra    

monkey    hippo    elephant

1

2.                                

can you see? 

                             

3.                                

can you see? 

                             

28 56 99
How many
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Typewriter
sheep

shady
Typewriter
I can see 28 sheep.

shady
Typewriter
How many wolves

shady
Typewriter
I can see 56 wolves.

shady
Typewriter
How many goats

shady
Typewriter
I can see 99 goats.



Writing tip
We use and to join similar ideas.

It has got a long neck and long legs.

We use but to join two opposite ideas.

It can run, but it can’t swim.

Listen and read.

Project
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1

My favourite animal
My favourite animal is the camel. 
It has got a small head, a long 
neck and long legs. Its ears are 
small. It has got a hump, too.  
It can run, but it can’t swim.



rabbitscats

hensbirds

foxesdresses

Listen and say. Then circle.

1.
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1 Listen and say.

ch - sh

2

2.

s        es

3.

s        es

4.

ch     sh

5.

ch     sh

6.

ch     sh

peachchimp

chair

fishsheep

shirt

s        es

3
Phonics revision

s - s - es
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Animals
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This is a kangaroo. It’s a beautiful 

animal. It has got two short legs 

and two long legs. It has got a long 

tail, too. It can’t fly, but it can jump 

and swim, too!

This is an Arabian Babbler. 

It is grey, brown and white. 

It has got a long tail, wings 

and strong legs. It can fly 

but it can’t talk.

Read and circle.

1. Has the Arabian Babbler got a long tail? Yes, it has. / No, it hasn
,
t.

2. Can the Arabian Babbler fly? Yes, it can. / No, it can
,
t.

3. Has the kangaroo got four long legs? Yes, it has. / No, it hasn
,
t.

4. Has the kangaroo got a short tail? Yes, it has. / No, it hasn
,
t.

5. Can the kangaroo jump? Yes, it can. / No, it can
,
t.

KSA

AUSTRALIA

2

Time 3smart
strongLook and listen.1

shady
Oval
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Oval
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Oval
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Oval

shady
Oval



whale

wh ph

wheel photo
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Phonics
whale - dolphin

The photo

Look at the photo
What is this?

A white whale on a wheel.

Look at the photo
What is this?

A white dolphin on a wheel.

And what’s that? What’s that?
Is it an elephant and a cat?
No, look! It’s an elephant  

with a big hat.

Listen and say.

Listen and chant.

1

2

dolphin

4
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This is my town

This is my town.
This is my town.
HI-HO-A-MERRY-O
This is my town!

There is a school.
There is a school.
HI-HO-A-MERRY-O
This is my town!

There is a park.
There is a park.

HI-HO-A-MERRY-O
This is my town!

Listen and match. Then say.1

library toy shop school restaurant park

There are two toy shops.
There are two toy shops.

HI-HO-A-MERRY-O
This is my town!

There are three restaurants.
There are three restaurants.

HI-HO-A-MERRY-O
This is my town!

4
A chant

There is a library.
There are three restaurants.

Look!

Shady
Pencil

Shady
Pencil

Shady
Pencil

Shady
Pencil

Shady
Pencil

Shady
Arrow

Shady
Rectangle

Shady
Rectangle

Shady
Rectangle
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playgroundmosque

21

3 4

supermarket police station

Hi, Salim! 
What’s that?

This is my town. 
Come and see! There’s 

a mosque. Look!
Is there a supermarket 

in your town?

Yes, there is.

Is there a playground 
in your town?

Yes, there is. 
Let’s play!

Uh oh! Is there a hospital 
in your town?

No, there isn’t.

4 Smart kids

Look and listen.1



Is there a hospital in your town?
Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

isn’t = is not

Read, look at activity 1 and write.2

4

2.

3.

1.

4.

Is there a supermarket 
in your town? Yes, there is.

b

a

Play. Use the cut-outs on page 129.

hospital

51

farm

Listen and tick (4).3

Yes, there is.     No, there isn’t.

1. Is there a supermarket?                                        

2. Is there a mosque?                                        

3. Is there a hospital?                                        

4. Is there a farm?                                        

5. Is there a restaurant?                                        

b ba

Look!

LIBRARY

aba 4

shady
Typewriter
Yes, there is.

shady
Typewriter
Yes, there is.

shady
Typewriter
No, there isn't.

shady
Typewriter
Yes, there is.

shady
Typewriter
No, there isn't.

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Polyline

Shady
Typewriter
Is there a play ground in your town?Yes, there is.Is there a restaurant in your town?No, there isn’t.
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sunny cloudyIt’s raining hot

1 Look and listen.

cold

Our world4
windy

What’s the weather 
like in your city?

I’m Lee. I’m from 
Seoul, Korea. 

It’s cold here today.

I’m Ramiro. 
I’m from Mexico City. 
It’s raining here today.

1

I’m Hassan. I’m from 
Rabat, Morocco. 

It’s cloudy and windy 
here today.

I’m Ameer. 
I’m from Riyadh, Saudi 

Arabia. It’s hot and 
sunny here today.

2

3
4



What’s the weather like? 
It’s sunny.

2 Look at activity 1 and match.

3 Play. Use the cut-outs on page 131.

It’s hot.
What’s the 

weather like in 
Riyadh?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Riyadh

Rabat

Mexico City

Seoul

What’s = What is 
It’s = It is
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Look!

shady
Line

shady
Line

shady
Line

shady
Line

shady
Line

shady
Line

Shady
Textbox
3-What is the weather like in Mexico?It’s raining.What is the weather like in Marrakech?It’s cloudy.What is the weather like in Seoul?It’s cold.



Let’s play
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4

2 Look and listen. Then play.

Where’s the hospital?
It’s next to the mosque.
It’s opposite the police station.
It’s between the mosque and the school.

It’s between the police station 
and the restaurant.

1 Read the sentences and name the buildings.

1. The toy shop is  

between the hospital and 

the police station.

2. The mosque is next to the 

hospital.

3. The restaurant is opposite 

the police station.

4. The school is next to the 

playground and opposite 

the mosque.

The mosque is next 
to the hospital.

a. b.

HOSPITAL
POLICE

STATION

PLAYGROUND

c. d.

Where’s the 
hospital?

shady
Typewriter
Toy shop

shady
Typewriter
Mosque

shady
Typewriter
Restaurant

shady
Typewriter
School



Phonics
playground - climb

playground

At the playground

We are at the playground
Let’s climb a tree!
Clap your hands.

You and me!

It is cloudy.
Look at the plane!

We are at the playground.
Hurray! Hurray!

pl
Listen and say.

Listen and chant.

1

2

cl

climb

clap

55

plane
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2

1

Sure!

What’s the weather 
like? Can we go to 

the park?

Hi, Jack! Can you 
come over today?

Great!  
See you soon!

No, it’s raining here. But 
there’s a toy shop next to 

my house. We can go there!

2

What’s the like?Look and listen.1

Story time4
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3

4

Hey, Jack! Look! 
It’s sunny now. 

We can go to the 
park and play!

Hi, Saad. 
How are you?

Hello, Mr Jones.  
I’m fine, thank you.

Oh! We can go to the 
toy shop, too!

Read, look and write T for True or F for False.2

1. Picture 1:            It’s sunny.

2. Picture 2:            It’s raining.

3. Picture 2:            There’s a playground  

                           next to his house.

4. Picture 3: It’s raining.

5. Picture 4: Jack has got  

                an umbrella.

shady
Typewriter
F

shady
Typewriter
T

shady
Typewriter
F

shady
Typewriter
F

shady
Typewriter
T
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Revision 4

1 Listen and number (1-4).

toy shop     

hospital     

supermarket     

library     

park     

restaurant

2 Look and write. Where can you find them?

4

32
1

5

6

3 Read and complete. There is     There are     Is there     Is there

1.                                   a police station opposite the park?

2.                                   two restaurants in the town.

3.                                   a mosque next to the library.

4.                                   a playground in the town?

a
c

d

b
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Writing tip
• We use a/an when we refer to non-specific nouns.

 e.g. There is a mosque in my town. There is an apple in my bag.

• We use the when we refer to specific nouns.

 e.g. The school is between the library and the toy shop.

Project 4
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1 Make a town.

2 Ask and answer.

2
1

Where’s 
the police 
station?

It’s between the 
school and the 

hospital.

My town
In my town, there’s a mosque, a 
supermarket and a playground. 
The supermarket is opposite the 
playground. There are three 
restaurants, too.

3 Listen and read.



Shady
Typewriter
2-Where is the school?It’s next to the police station.Where is the library?It is next to the restaurant.Where is the restaurant?It’s opposite the police station.



Listen and say. Then circle.

1.

wh     ph

60

1 Listen and say.

wh - ph

2

2.

wh     ph

3.

wh     ph

4.

wh     ph

5.

pl      cl

6.

pl      cl

7.

pl      cl

8.

pl      cl

whale wheel

photo

plane

playground

climb clap

pl - cl

4
Phonics revision

dolphin
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Read and write T for True or F for False.

1. The Al-Shallal Theme Park is in Riyadh.

2. There is a roller coaster and an ice rink in the Al-Shallal Theme Park.

3. There are lots of rides in Disneyland theme park.

4. There are supermarkets next to Disneyland theme park.

The Al-Shallal Theme Park 

is in Jeddah. There is a big 

roller coaster, an ice rink 

and lots of rides. There are 

restaurants and shops, too. 

Disneyland Theme Park is in Paris. There are  

lots of rides and animal cartoons for children. 

There are shops and restaurants, too. There are 

hotels next to the theme park.

Look and listen.

roller coaster ice rink cartoon hotel

Theme parks
1

2

rides

Time 4smart
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Animals

snake rabbitduckfrog bird monkeyparrot elephant

penguin hippo crocodile zebra camelliontiger

Rooms

Family and friends

uncle aunt cousin baby friend

62

bedroomkitchen bathroomliving room

dolphin sheep horse goatwolf

whale

chimp

jigsaw
puzzle

board gamecomputer 
game

Toys

House

wardrobebookcase lamp sofa TV window
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wings
head



Appearance

curly 
hair

straight 
hair

long 
hair

short 
hair

big ears small ears

Body

Actions

run

fly climb a tree see

talk





hump

eat swim

lookclap

Weather

It’s sunny. It’s cloudy.It’s raining.

It’s hot. It’s cold.It’s windy.

Food

bread

cake

food

Places

library toy shop school restaurant park

supermarket hospital police station playground

mosque

home

garden

farm

legtail



Various

bus wheel photocute

jump



strong
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Grammar Boxe s
Hello

1

Where’s my grandfather?
He’s in the living room. Where’s = Where is

Plurals
-s -es -ies

bag - bags dress - dresses strawberry - strawberries
pen - pens fox - foxes

Irregular Plurals
man - men

woman - women
child - children

A-An

a + consonant sound   a pencil   a cat

an + vowel sound (a, e, i, o, u)  an orange   an umbrella

What’s this?
It’s a bag.

What’s that?
It’s a computer.

What’s = What is
It’s = It is

What are these?
They’re apples. They’re = They are

apple apples

What are those?
They’re rubbers.
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Affirmative Questions Short answers
FULL FORMS SHORT FORMS

I am I’m Am I? Yes, I am. / No, I’m not.
You are You’re Are you? Yes, you are. / No, you aren’t.

He is He’s Is he? Yes, he is. / No, he isn’t.
She is She’s Is she? Yes, she is. / No, she isn’t.

It is It’s Is it? Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.
We are We’re Are we? Yes, we are. / No, we aren’t.
You are You’re Are you? Yes, you are. / No, you aren’t.
They are They’re Are they? Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t.

Negative
FULL FORMS SHORT FORMS

I am not I’m not
You are not You aren’t

He is not He isn’t
She is not She isn’t

It is not It isn’t
We are not We aren’t
You are not You aren’t
They are not They aren’t

The verb to be

Where’s the doll?

It’s on the bed.

         It’s under the bed.

It’s in the wardrobe.

Where’s the TV?
It’s between the bookcase and the sofa.

Where’s the lamp?
It’s next to the sofa.
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Affirmative Questions Short answers
FULL FORMS SHORT FORMS

I have got I‘ve got Have I got? Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t.
You have got You‘ve got Have you got? Yes, you have. / No, you haven’t.
He has got He’s got Has he got? Yes, he has. / No, he hasn’t.
She has got She’s got Has she got? Yes, she has. / No, she hasn’t.

It has got It’s got Has it got? Yes, it has. / No, it hasn’t.
We have got We’ve got Have we got? Yes, we have. / No, we haven’t.
You have got You’ve got Have you got? Yes, you have. / No, you haven’t.
They have got They’ve got Have they got? Yes, they have. / No, they haven’t.

The verb to have

Negative
FULL FORMS SHORT FORMS
I have not got I haven’t got

You have not got You haven’t got
He has not got He hasn’t got
She has not got She hasn’t got

It has not got It hasn’t got
We have not got We haven’t got
You have not got You haven’t got
They have not got They haven’t got

3

Possessive 
Adjectives

My
Your
His
Her
Its

Our
Your
Their

Affirmative Questions Short answers
 I can run. Can I run? Yes, I can. / No, I can’t.

You can run. Can you run?  Yes, you can. / No, you can’t.
He can run. Can he run? Yes, he can. / No, he can’t.
She can run. Can she run? Yes, she can. / No, she can’t.

It can run. Can it run? Yes, it can. / No, it can’t.
We can run. Can we run? Yes, we can. / No, we can’t.
You can run. Can you run? Yes, you can. / No, you can’t.
They can run. Can they run? Yes, they can. / No, they can’t.

The verb can

2

Irregular Plurals
tooth - teeth

foot - feet
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Negative
FULL FORMS SHORT FORMS
I cannot  run. I can’t run.

You cannot run. You can’t run.
He cannot run. He can’t run.
She cannot run. She can’t run.

It cannot run. It can’t run.
We cannot run. We can’t run.
You cannot run. You can’t run.
They cannot run. They can’t run.

Can you swim? can’t = cannot
Yes, I can.
No, I can’t.

It can jump.        It can’t fly.

How many birds can you see?

I can see two birds.

One bird.

Two birds.

Irregular Plurals
sheep - sheep
wolf - wolves

fish - fish
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Yes, there is.  
No, there isn’t.

There is a mosque in my town. There’s = There is

There are two hospitals in my town.

4

Where’s the library?
It’s next to the mosque.
It’s opposite the supermarket.
It’s between the mosque and the toy shop.

The mosque is next to 
the library.

Is there a zoo in your town?

It’s windy and cold.

What’s = What is

It’s = It is

What’s the weather like?
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